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In accordance with the law of 2 May 2007 (articles 15, 18 and 29) and the Royal Decree of  
14 February 2008, Atenor Group publishes the following information:  
 
Total capital (€)  : 38,879,547.69 
Total number of shares conferring a voting right :  5,038,411 
Total number of voting rights (denominator) :  5,038,411 
 
Legal and statutory threshold 
 

In order to make a legal notification when a threshold (legal and/or statutory) is passed, the 
number of shares one holds that confer a voting right (numerator), as compared to the total 
number of voting rights (denominator), should be taken into account. 
 
In accordance with the aforementioned law, the statutory threshold of 3% of the shares 
conferring a voting right and the first legal threshold of 5% and the following thresholds 
(10%, 15% and so on per tranche of 5%) remain valid and constitute the trigger thresholds 
that oblige shareholders to notify ATENOR GROUP and the CBFA (Banking, Finance and 
Insurance Commission)1 when the voting right proportion is reached, passed or falls below a 
certain percentage of the total voting rights. 
 

ATENOR GROUP is a real estate property promotion company quoted on the NYSE Euronext. Its mission aims at 
providing, through its urban planning and architectural approach, appropriate responses to the new 
requirements imposed by the development of urban and professional life. Within this framework, ATENOR 
GROUP is investing in large scale property projects meeting strict criteria in terms of location, economic 
efficiency and respect for the environment 
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Contact persons : 
→ Stéphan Sonneville s.a., Managing Director 
→ Olivier RALET BDM sprl, Compliance Officer 
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1
 for 31.10.2008 at the latest, the number of shares that they held on 01.09.2008 
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